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Abstract
This paper examines whether a rule-based expert system is capable of outperforming the
.!.,'l'!1l'ral !lmpt.'rfy market, as wel l as randomly constructed portfolios from the market. While
neural network expert systems have been used in property research there appears little in the
literature on the application of rule-based expert systems. The perspective of the analysis is
of all Australian investor investing in both the domestic market and the UK property market.
Several interesting results ensue including: the failure of the rule-based system to
significantly outperform the market or the random portfolios: the outperformance of the rule-
based system over the market and random portfolios in terms of cumulative, compounded and
dollar returns: and. 1110st importantly the failure of hedging tosecure a positive rate of return
to the portfolio.
The lise of Expert Systems in Property Portfolio Construction
1. lnn-oduction
Previous research by the authors on the usefulness of Artificial Intelligence (AI) in selecting
property stocks to enter an investment portfolio clearly identified the neural network approach
as representing a potentially powerful tool available to assist the property portfolio manager
(Ellis and Wilson, 2(05). Neural networks are essentially a learn by example artificial
intelligence system that gains knowledge from actual market outcomes and uses this
information in an attempt to select property (or other) stocks based on a particular criteria so
that the neural network constructed portfolio will outperform the general market. The current
paper is an extension of this work in that the authors seek to (i) develop a rule-based expert
system that can be used for selecting 'value' property stocks from the set of Australian and
UK property stocks. and assess the ability of such a portfolio to outperform the general
securitised property market in Australia: and (ii) to assess the viability of an Australian
property investor receiving positive returns from either hedged or unhedged positions if
investing in the UK securitized property market. Several interesting results follow from this
analysis. While the expert system 'value' portfolios of Australian stocks arc shown to
outperform a randomly selected portfolio in most Cases, they fail to outperform the Australian
property market. Interestingly the expert system 'value' portfolios selected from UK property
stocks outperform both the Australian property market and the randomly selected portfolio in
most instances. A crucial outcome here however, is that none of these results are statistically
( Deleted: not (lilly signiticant. Attempts to hedge AUD/GBP exchange rate movements result in capital losses to
all portfolios. leading us to question the sustainability of long-term hedginK.i)J_,~,~f.Uri!:.h~~t
2. Brief overview of Artificial Intelligence and Expert Systems bibliography of research on the application of expert systems in business Eom et al (1993)
note the dramatic increase ill publication numbers during the mid-1980's. In their survey
articles on the use of expert systems in business from 1977 through 1993. Wong and Monaco
(1995a,b) note that expert systems have evolved and have been implemented as practical
decision making toots in many businesses, documenting an extensive use of expert systems in
various areas of finance such as investment analysis, stock market trading, and financial
planning. Despite this finding Ellis Johnson et at ([997) find very little evidence of the
While the hixlory of AI can he traced hack 10 at least the 19..,0·s, it is really only since the
1980's that the development and implementation of AI systems in a practical sense has
expanded (Harmon and King, 1985). By 1986 there were more than two-hundred different
expert systems in practical lise and, in addition there were more than one-hundred different
tools available to assist in huilding expert systems (Waterman, 1986). Initially, applied AI
developed along three broad paths: natural language processing, robotics, and expert systems.
Of particular interest 10 the current paper is the path that has been taken in the development of application of formal decision support systems such as expert systems in the real estate sector.
expert systems. Liao (2005) conducts a review of the use of expert systems across all areas, including finance
over the period 1995 through 2004. Liac observes that expert systems provide a powerful and
tlexible means of obtaining solutions to a variety of problems and can be called upon as
needed (when a human with expertise in the particular area may not be available). Liao
categorizes expert systems into a number of classes including: rule-based expert systems.
knowledge based expert systems, neural networks, fuzzy reasoning etc. (Liao, 2005).
A rule-based expert system is J computer programme that is capable of using information
contained in a knowledge base, along with a set of inference procedures, to solve problems
that are difficult enough to require significant human expertise for their solution (Harmon and
King, 1985). The set of inference procedures arc provided by a human expert in the particular
area of interest, while the knowledge base is an accumulation of relevant data, facts,
judgments and outcomes. Such expert systems may additionally provide advice on
appropriate action, in the same sense that a human expert may provide such advice. While
specialized AI software languages such as LISP. PROLOG and SMALL TALK have been
FORTRAN and PASCAL have also been used (Kerschbcrg, 1(86).
There has been a broad examination of Neural Network (NN) based expert systems in
property research. For instance Borst (1991) examines the usefulness of NNs in predicting the
selling price of real estate. Tay and Ho (1991), Do and Grudnitski (1992), Worzala et al
(1995) and McGreal £'1 01 (1998) all examine the effectiveness of NN systems in property
appraisal. Nguyen and Cripps (2001) compare the predictive accuracy of NNs against
regression in forecasting housing value, and Wilson ct £11(2002) use NNs to forecast future
trends within the UK housing market. Brooks and Tsolacos (2003) suggest that analysts
should exploit the potential of NNs and assess more fully their forecast performance against
more traditional models, and more recently Ellis and Wilson (2005) examine the applicability
of a neural network expert system in the construction of portfolios of Australian securitised
used in the development of expert systems, more conventional software languages such as
There have heen several studies on the use of expert systems in business. Wilson (1987)
presents a number of applications of expert systems in finance, investment, taxation.
accounting and administration, hut points to the restrictions on the broader development of
expert systems in business posed by the hardware limitations of the time. In a comprehensive
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property. It would appear. however that there has been little in the way of examinati 011 of the (PE), and price-to-cashflow (PC). Closing prices and the dividend yield for each company are
usefulness and applicability ofrule-based expert systems in property market research. used to calculate the total return index for each stock as follows:
rile data uiiliscd ill llli:-.sludy comprises nominal monthly values for real estate stocks listed
I' ( o Y I JRI =RI_,x----!....-x I+.....:.........x-.
' '1":-, 100 12
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J. Data and Sample
\111 the -vusnuliau Stock Exchallb"c ( ..\SX) and the London Stock Exchange (LSF) from
.lanuary J 9fJ7 10 February 2004 inclusive, a total of 86 months. The stocks selected arc those where PI and DV, are the price and dividend yield at time t respectively, and Rl, is the total
listed in the Dat.rstrcam Australian Real Estate lndex ' and the Datastream UK Real Estate return index. This formulation for the total return is identical to that used by Datastream to
II1L!t~x.The Datastrcam Australian Real Estate Index comprises the top 80% of property sector estimate the Return Index, and adjusts the total return for the monthly frequency used in this
stocks in the Australian market. Stocks included in the Index own property and derive their study.' Total return is then calculated as the log difference of the total return index:
income from rcntn! returns. As at February 20()4 the Datastrcam Australian Real Estate Index
comprised 21 companies and the Datastrcam UK Real Estate Index, 30 companies. The R, ~ log RI, -log RI" (2)
Darastrcam Aus.tr.rlian Real Estate Index is used as a proxy for the market index, against
wh i•.-h the performance of the expert systems 'value' portfolios is compared. Market As not all stocks traded for the full sample period (1997 • 2004), this avoids problems
capitalisation (:VIV). dividend yield (DY), price-to-book-value (PTBV), price-earnings (PE), associated with survivorship bias that may influence our results (see for example Brown et al,
price-to-cashtlow fPC), and total return (TR) data is collected for the two market indices. As 1992).
for the individual stocks. the Index total return represents the cumulative points gain or loss
due 1(1 changes ill the share prices of stocks in the index and normal dividend payments. The For the purposes of estimating the total return to an Australian investor from a position in the
total number of company observations over the sample period is 1633 for Australian real UK market, monthly closing prices for the Australian Dollar / British Pound (AUD/GBP)
estate stocks and 1..l(l7 for L:K real estate stocks. exchange rate have also been collected. As will be discussed, the total return to an Australian
investor from an investment in UK assets includes both a capital gain or loss component, and
For each company in the sample. the following data has been collected; closing price (P), an exchange rate gain (loss) component.
market capitalisation (MV), dividend yield COY). price-to-book-value (P'I'Hv"), price-earnings
1 A Datastream calculated index, the 'Real Estate' series is based on the FTSE classificauon and includes the
followingsub-sectors: RealFstmc Development.PropertyAgencies,and RealEstate InvestmentTrusts
'The Datastrcum model for total return is bused 011 a daily frequency and uses 260, rather than 12,in the
denominator. Fllis and Wilson (2005) use price and dollar dividend in their construction of the return index.
whichdiffers froiu the return index in this paper.
.t. Research Methodology
IF given property stock has larger than market average capitaljsntiou
AND/OR property' stock has below market average price/earnings ratio
In a comprehensive study of the comparative performance of US equities. O'Shaughnessy
(19<)8) identifies a number of factors as being determinants of value. These include: large
stocks with low price/earnings ratios; low price/book ratios: low price/cashtlow ratios; low
price/sales ratios; or large stocks with high dividend yields. 'Large' stocks are defined by
O'Shaughnessy as those with a higher than average market capitalization. Given the lower
volatility of large stocks relative to all stocks. value portfolios comprised of large stocks are
shewn by O'Shaughnessy to typically outperform the market index by a sizeable margin on a
risk-adjusted basis. Using neural network techniques to predict value stocks using the ratios
identified by O'Shaughnessy, Eakins and Stansell (2003) demonstrate the superior
performance of the neural network value portfolio versus the S&P 500 and Dow Jones
Industrial Average. Following the work of Eakins and Stansell (2003), Ellis and Wilson
(2005) recently investigated the performance of value portfolios comprised of Australian real
estate stocks using a similar neural network methodology to identify individual value stocks.
A rule-based system contains intormution obtained from a human expert and represents this
information in the form of a set of IF ~THEN rules such as:
AND/OR prop:...rty stock has below market average price-book ratio
AND/OR property stock has below market average price/cashflow ratio
AND/OR pro perry stock has below market average price/sales ratio
AND/OR property stock has above market average dividend yield
THEN given property stock is value stock
The current paper uses as its expert knowledge inference set the outcomes from the research
of Haugen (1995), O'Shaughnessy (1 ()98). and Eakins and Stansell (2003) to select n-grollp of
fundamental financial ratios that ,,,-i11be used 1.0 determine sets (portfolios) of 'value'
sccuritiscd property assets. These fundamental variables will form the inputs to a rule-based
expert system that will have preset constraints to isolate 'value' assets. 'Value' assets are
commonly defined as those whose market value is lower than their intrinsic or liquidating
value (O'Shaughnessy, 1998:2). The attraction of value assets from an investor's point of
view i..••that the (lower) market value of the asset should rise to meet the (higher) intrinsic
value. This being true, portfolios comprised of value assets only, should outperform portfolios
comprised of all assets. Portfolio allocution to value stocks is sometimes referred to as a
'contrarian investment strategy', A number of studies indicate that contrarian strategies can
outperform a strategy of investing in 'growth' stocks (see for example Fanta and French,
As per O'Shaughnessy, and Ellis and Wilson, stocks with low (high) ratios are herein defioed
as those for which the relevant ratio is lower (higher) than the market average. For instance, a
low PIE ratio stock is one with a lower than market average PIE ratio, and a high PIE ratio
stock is one with a higher than market average PIE ratio. Market average ratios in this study
arc calculated as the average ratio tor all stocks in the index each year during the sample
period.
1996, 1998; Haugen, 1995; Lakonishok CI ai, 1994; and Levis and Liodakis, 200 I).
To go some way towards reducing the above mentioned deficiency in the literature on rule-
based expert systems in property research the current paper develops a rule-based expert
system to construct portfolios of Australian and UK listed property stocks and compare the
performance of these portfolios against the Datastrcam Australian Real Estate Index, The
primary objective of research in this study is to examine the performance of expert system
value portfolios comprised of property' sector value stocks versus the set of all property sector
stocks. The nominal performance of each portfolio is compared to the Australian market
index as wcl l as to randomly diversified pcrttoflos of real estate stocks. Rather than the
('.'\PM, which has 110t been shown to accurately reflect investor sentiment towards risk
(Lakins and Stansell. 2003) risk adjusted performance relative to the Australian market index
is measured first by the Sharpe ratio (Sharpe, 19(6), and second the Sortino ratio (Sortino and
Forsey. I(N6: Sortino et 01 1997) tor adjusting returns on a downside risk basis.
Consideration is also given to the potential gain 01' loss from foreign exchange risk borne by
Australian investors in the 1,1" and the cost of hedging such risk and its impact on the
profitability of foreign (UK) investments.
i. Single-variable systems testing
Single-variable expert systems in this study include a single input variable only. Individual
systems are tested for each of the five input variables listed above for the Australian market.
and six (including monthly changes in the AlJD/GBP) tor the UK market. The rule-set
developed 11 binary classification system so that the output variable tor the slngte-variab!e
system is defined as either VALUE or NOT according to the value criteria that was
previously established for each respective input (cg. low PE = VALUE versus high PE =
NOT, positive EftR ~ VALUE versus negative EftR ~ NOT). Repeating the process for each
of the input variables yields a total of five single-variable value portfolios for the Australian
market and six single-variable value portfolios for the UK market.
ii. Multiple-variable systems testing
Several systems are tested in this study, including both single-variable and multiple-variable As opposed to the single-variable systems which classify stocks as being VALUE or NOT on
the basis of a single criteria only (e.g. low PC, or low PTBV, or high DY), the multiple-
variable rule-set ranks stocks in terms of the degree of value when measured against all
criteria simultaneously (e.g, low PC. and low PTBV, and high DY). Stocks are given a
cumulative score out of 5 in each period (score out of 6 in the UK) based on how many of the
individual value criteria are satisfied. For a stock listed in the Datastream Australian Real
Estate Index, a cumulative value score of 5 in any given month would indicate that the stock
satisfied all of the value criteria. A value score of 0 alternatively shows that the stock satisfied
none of the criteria. A cumulative score of 6 for a stock listed in the Datastream UK Real
Estate Index would likewise show that the stock satisfied all of the value criteria in the lIK
<ysrems. Following from Ellis and Wilson (200.'1). the initial set of input variables employed
ill both the Australian and l.:1< markets comprises market capitalisation (MV), dividend yield
(I>Y), price-to-book-value (PTB\i'). price-earnings (PE). and price-to-cashflow (PC), Systems
testing for UK stocks also includes the effective rate of return (Efffc), with the motivation
being that Australian investors in the UK will gain from an appreciation of the foreign
currency (Gnp) net of any capital loss on the asset. To prevent look-ahead bias associated
with making investment decisions based on data which is not yet known, portfolios
constructed at time I comprise stocks which are identified by the system as being value stocks
at time I-I. Despite the fact that the ALJD/GBP exchange rate is readily observable on a 24-
hour basis. information pertaining to other variables {eg: PTBV, PC) may not be readily
known (Pak in-, and Stansell. 200:1: 88). This knowledge base is developed into an inference
market.
v't that is incorporated into the rule-based expert system.
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I ising the multiple-variable value criteria, "multi-value" stocks arc then defined as those with 2.3952 implying Australian investors with a long position in GBP denominated assets would
realize an exchange gain of about 0.2418 AUD per I GBP invested.a cumulative value score .: 4, The testing of multi-value stock portfolios ill addition to value
stock portfolios (based on a single-value criteria only) is to evaluate the potential value-added
by imposing a stricter value criteria on stocks during each period. Given the inclusion of the
effective rate of return (EffR) as a value input in the UK market. two multi-value stock
portfolios are tested in the UK. The first. "Multi l ' comprises market capitalisation (MV),
dividend yield (OY). prjcc-to-book-valuc (PTBV). price-earnings (PE), and pricc-to-cashflow
(PC) only and the second. '1\1l11ti 2' comprises these five plus the effective rate of return
**'" insert Table I about here ***
tEfflt l. Excluding the effective rate of return from the tirst UK multi-value portfolio allows
the performance of this to be directly compared to the equivalent Australian multi-value
portfolio. Its inclusion in the second UK multi-value portfolio allows the contribution of
expected exchange rate changes to be measured separately.
To establish the degree ofrandomness ill monthly returns for the Australian and UK indices. a
non-parametric runs test is conducted. The runs test p-valuc is recorded where. for a levels :-
p-value, the data is not random. This test accepts randomness for both series at the 1O~'O level.
The Anderson-Darling test for the normality of returns fails to reject the null hypothesis that
Australian market index returns follow a Normal distribution. but rejects the Normal null for
the UK market index. The Ryan-Joiner p-value similarly rejects the Normal null at the 10%
level.
The binary classification in the multi-value context operates in much the same way as for the
single-variable models: stocks scoring a cumulative value score ~ 4 <Ire classified as V ..\LUE.
stocks with a cumulative score 4, ;-.JOT.
if. Expert system value portfolios
The performance of each of the expert system value portfolios relative to the Australian
market index is shown in a series of tables. Table 2 describes the performance of expert
system value portfolios comprised of Australian real estate stocks, and Table 3 the
performance of expert system value portfolios comprised of UK real estate stocks. Portfolios
in both tables are compared to the Australian market index as proxied by the Datastream
Australian Real Estate Index and to mean statistics for 100 randomly diversified portfolios-
the bootstrap mean - of all Australian (Table 2) and UK (Table 3) real estate slacks.
5. Results
I, Descriptive statistics
Summary statistics pertaining to monthly returns for Datastream Australian Real Estate Index
and the Datastrcam UK Real Estate Index arc provided in Table I. The Datastream Australian
Real Estate Price Index started the- period (January 19(7) at 716.84 and finished on February
2004 at I 109.1. The Datastrearn UK Real Estate Price Index started at 221 1.07 and finished at
2864.05. The mean return to the Australian market index is approximately O.92~/O, and for the
UK market index is O.()O%. The AUD/GBP started at 2.1534 AlJD per 1 GBP and finished at
*"'* insert Table 2 about here ***
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Nominal monthly' mean returns for each of the expert system value portfolios in Table 2 are calculated as the difference between the mean portfolio return R", and a minimum acceptable
less than the mean return ttl the Australian market index (0.910%). The highest mean return is return M'A R, divided by the downside deviation DD, of the ponfol io return versus the
tor the multi-value portfolio Mutt! / (O.Cl40'?'o) and the lowest is for the price-to-book-value minimum acceptable return, ODE-II? Downside deviation is similar to loss standard deviation
portfolio (O.4I.5°Jil). All analysis of z scores and p-values for the difference between mean wit.h the exception that the DO only includes portfolio returns below the A;fAR, rather than
ret urns to tile market portfolios and the expert systems value portfolios however reveals that portfolio returns below the mean. The basis of the Sortino ratio is that investors arc more
the level of undcrpcrtormancc is. not significant at the 0.10 level. All portfolios except the concerned with the risk of loss (downside risk). than the risk of gains (upside risk). Standard
price-to-book-value portfolio outperform the bootstrap mean. though the difference is again deviation. as used by the Sharpe ratio. considers both upside and downside risk. The
insignificant at the 0.10 level. Compared to mean returns for each of the single-value calculation of the Sortino ratio is given in the Appendix in Equation (A 1). For consistency,
portfolios. p-values for the difference between the multi-value portfolio Multi I mean return the Sortino ratio !vtAR is set equal to the mean monthly risk-free rate of 0.49%. this being the
and single-variable mean returns is likewise insignificant.' mean of the monthly Australian IO-year Commonwealth Bond rate for the sample period."
Consistent with findings already discussed. the difference between expert system value
Cumulative mean returns for all pontolios over the sample period arc lower than the portfolio Sharpe ratios and Sortino ratios versus the market portfolio or the bootstrap mean
cumulative mean market return (79.064%), yet arc higher than the bootstrap mean cumulative Sharpe and Sortino ratios is not significant.
return (J7.1SW%) except for the price-to-book-value portfolio which returns 35.276% for the
xo-rnoruhs. Cumulative mean returns in this study arc calculated as the sum of monthly Results pertaining to the performance of UK expert system value portfolios are presented in
pun folio returns and do not include the effects of monthly compound interest. Compound Table 3. Relative to the performance of the Australian market index, results in Table 3 are for
returns R the percentage return to $1 invested at the beginning of the sample period and the effective rate of return to an Australian investor from a position in UK (OBP
subsequently reinvested at each period's monthly rate of return t., ..are also calculated. denominated) assets. Calculated as
Consistent with the cumulative returns, 1I1,.HlC of the expert system value portfolios in Table 2
were able to beat-the-market, nor the bootstrap mean on a compound returns basis. (.1)
Risk-adjusted returns in this study' are calculated using the Sharpe ratio and the Sortino ratio.
The Sharpe ratio measures the difference between the portfolio return and the risk-free rate,
and is standardised by the standard deviation of portfolio returns. The Sortino ratio is
1 I scores and p-values for the difference between the Multi-Value pnrffi.llin mean returu nnd single-variable
mean refilms. not reported ill this study. are available from the authors bv request I Source. OECD Main Economic indicators. Annual average equals 5.9%
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where R'iflIJ and R(;/l1' are the Australian Dollar and British Pound denominated returns
*** insert Tahle 3 abinu here ***
denominated assets. As previously discussed, results presented in Table J comprise both a
capital gain (loss) component and an exchange rate gain (loss) component. ie, the effective
rate of return to an Australian investor. To consider the impact of currency variability on
portfolio returns in Table J, Table 4 provides comparative returns for the cases where (i) the
AUD/GBP exchange rate is fixed, and (ii) the exchange risk is fully hedged.
respectively and .':1.\',.:1/' jli/' is the change in the spot Australian Dollar/British Pound exchange
rate, returns in Table J include both a capital gain and exchange gain component.
Inclusive of a mean monthly exchange rate gain of approximately 0.1 R6~/(J, mean returns to
the dividend yield, price-to-cashflow. price-earnings, price-to-book-value single-value
portfolios exceed both the Australian market index return and the bootstrap mean return. Both
multi-variable models Multi I and JIlIl,; 2 also outperform both the market and the bootstrap
mean. The price-to-book-value portfolio earns the highest mean monthly return (1.464%) and
the market capitalisation portfolio the lowest (0.186%). Consistent with findings attributable
"'''''''insert Table -I about here "'*'"
to Australian real estate stocks, expert system value portfolio mean monthly returns are not
significantly different to either the mean monthly market return or the bootstrap mean return.
Cumulative mean and compound returns to the above listed portfolios also exceed the market
portfolio and bootstrap mean returns. though suffice to say, the statistical significance of the
difference in cumulative mean returns cannot be ascertained. Consistent also with prior
described findings there are IlO significant differences between the Sharpe and Sortino ratios
for any of the portfolios in Table ~.
While portfolio mean returns net of GBP appreciation may be inferred from Table 3 via
subtraction of the mean monthly forex gain from the mean monthly return, Table 4 provides
exact mean returns for the UK value portfolios exclusive of exchange rate gains or losses.
Assuming that the AUD/GI3P exchange rate is at par for the entire sample period such that I
AUD"= 1 GBP, the change in the AUD/OSP in Equation (3) is therefore zero. In terms of
cumulative returns, appreciation of the GBP over the sample period can be seen to add from
9.25% (price-earnings) to 10.65% (/Wulti I). Compound returns are approximately 1O.50~~O
(market capitalisation) to 32.17% (price-to-book-value) higher. Despite the fact that mean
returns in Table ~ are not statistically different to those given a fixed exchange rate in Table
4, the difference in compound returns illustrates the value of foreign currency appreciation to
Austral ian investors.
For Australian investors with open positions in foreign currency denominated assets, two
questions arise: namely what is the contribution of exchange gains or losses to overall
portfolio performance and whether the underlying exchange rate risk should be actively
managed. Appreciation of the foreign currency will increase the domestic currency value of
foreign currency denominated assets and depreciation, decrease the value of foreign currency
It wit I he recal led from prior' discussion that expert systems value portfolios purchased at time
t use all pertinent availahle information up to the previous period, t-I . By avoiding look-ahead
bias the investor now bears the risk that the values of input variables, such as the AUD/OBP
exchange rate, will change between time 1-/ when the decision is made and time t, when the
underlying stock is purchased. To manage exchange rate risk between time t-I and t the hedge
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in Table 4 is constructed ;1!1)llg the following lines: at time I-I the investor purchases an
AUO/GBP foreign exchange option with an exercise value equal 10 the then current spot Under the assumption of costless hedging with currency options; fully hedged returns in
cxvhange raIL'. The option m.uurity is the next period. time t. If the c;nr depreciates between Table 4 have already been shown to be significantly greater than their unhedged values. To
rime I-I and I, the option is exercised and the portfolio effective rate ofreturn is calculated on determine the impact of the cost of the option premium on portfolio returns, Table 5 provides
the change ill the :\1)f)/G8P 1(1 time I-I. Else if the GBP appreciates between time I-I and I the return to all initial $1 investment, reinvested each period over the full sample, for each of
lhl'l1 the opfion expires worthless and the portfo!i •.l effective rate ofrerum is calculated nil the the UK expert system value portfolios given the cases where (i) exchange rate risk is
(:!lange in the Al:n"C;OPto lime I. unhedged, (ii) exchange risk is costlessly hedged tl tedged Gr()ss), (iii) the real cost of the
option premium is deducted from each period's reinvested value (Hedged Net)5. Real option
t Inlier the initial assumption that the above described hedge is costless, ie. the option premiums each period are calculated using the Garman and Kohlhngen (1983) modified
11JVI1liUIll is zero, results for the Costlcss Hedging expert systems value portfolios in Table 4 Bleck-Scholes model for valuing foreign currency options:
"II()\V a significant degree of outpcrformunce relative to the Datnstrcam Australian Real Estate
11l(!t.,,, with cumulative returns as high as JO(l.II~/o, and compound returns as high as
17(17.S00'l) 1'\1]" the price-to-book-value portfolio, Furthermore mean returns given costtess
hedging in Table 4 are also significantly greater than their respective un hedged values in d,
( S) ( 1 ')In X -I- r-r, +20"- I
(jJ/ (4)
"able J at the 0.0::; level, and returns to all except the market capitalisation value portfolio are
significantly greater at the 0.0 I level. Relative to mean monthly returns presented in Table J,
the additional mean monthly portfolio return of approximately 2.11% to 2,14~/O implies a
potentially substantial benefit from hedging foreign exchange risk. where C' is the call option premium, S = X arc the spot AUD/GBP exchange rate at time I-I
and option exercise respectively, r is the mean of the monthly Australian lOcycar
Examining tile real gains to hedging foreign investments with currency options, Ziobrowski Commonwealth Bond rate, 1'1 is the mean of the monthly UK f O-year Commonwealth Bond
and Ziobrowski (1993) estimated the benefits to LIS investors of hedging long-term positions rate, and cr is the annualized standard deviation of AUD/GBP monthly returns from January
in British Pound and Japanese Yen denominated real estate stocks. Despite the short-term 1990 to December 1996, The average call option premium over the sample period is
gains from exchange rate risk with currency options. the authors concluded that 'as a long- O.0419AlID and the total premium paid is 3.6009AUD.
term strategy. the currency option otters no real protection against foreign asset devaluation
caused by currency devaluation' (Ziobrowski and Ziobrowski. 1993: 4<J).
\ The [/1\ - Hedged Net beginning of period value of$0.97 is calculated as the $1 initi,ll mvcsnucnt less the
initial option premium
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*** insert Table 5 about here *** this may he due to the fact that a neural network system is capable of picking lip non-linear
relationships that arc unable to he identified by the rule-based system. Despite the statistical
insignificance of the comparative performance the cumulative. compound, and dollar returns
are generally greater than the broad market Index or the randomly selected portfolios. but
there is no way of calculating the statistical significance of this outcome. Perhaps the crucial
finding in the paper is there appears to be no long term benefit to the Australian investor
through hedging exposure to fluctuations in the AllD/GBP exchange rate, which is in broad
agreement with the findings of Ziobrowski and Ziobrowski (1993) in relation to hedging LIS
real estate. Further to Ziobrowski and Ziobrowski, however, we show this result is not due to
the total cost of tile premium, but rather is due to the continuous impact of the premium on
compounded returns,
Relative to their unhedgcd and hedged gross end-of-period values, end-of-period values to the
hedged net expert system value portfolios arc all lower. Indeed except for the price-to-book-
value portfolio. end-of-period hedged net values are negative. As illustrated by Figure I, this
result can be seen to be due to the cumulative impact of the premium on the future value of
reinvested returns.
"'** insert Fi;;urc I ubout here ***
Despite the fact that hedged gross end-of-period values minus the nominal total premium
exceeds unhcdged end-of-period values for all portfolios and the Australian market Index
end-of-period value, the subtraction of a premium each period reduces the value reinvested ill
the next period. This effect is cumulative over time resulting in much lower future values
(compound returns) 10r the porrtolios. Based 011 the average monthly call option premium of
O.0419ALlD, estimation of tile average monthly required rate of return in Table -" shows that
Australian investors would have to earn approximately 4.J75~'o compounded monthly for the
end-of-period hedged net portfolio value to equal the initial $1 invested, This result is
consistent with the earl ier findings of Ziobrowski and Ziobrowsk! (1993) for US investors.
6. Conclusions
There arc a number of interl'stillg. conclusions to flow from this study. First WI..' note that the
use of a rule-based expert system i-, capable of beating the general property market and
randomly selected portfolios, although the outperformance is not statistically significant. This
is in contrast to the outcomes from Ellis and Wilson (2005) who use a neural network system
to develop portfolios that consistently outperformed the market. A possible explanation for
20 21
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Tahle I.
Descriptive Statistics cfAustralian and UK Real Estate Index Returns, and A l.JDICBP
Exchange Rat.: //{)!'jQ97 - j/nl'2lJ().;J,
Anstralin IJS UKDSR('III UK DS Relll
Rl!llf FSUlII' Estate
A (I[)/GBP Estate Effective
Return
('olin I XI> XI> XI> XI>
:Vkdll 0,0092 Il.OO()() o.oon 0.0071>
Sl:III,I;!f'1! Dcvi.uion n.015X O.O~R(l O.OJ52 0.0472
!':X\:l· ....-, kUrlo:,is O.cl77i O.15h3 -0.0152 -0.2009
Skewucs-, o 1911 -0.4152 0.2274 -O.I72X
Minimum ~O.O765 -0.1195 -0.0804 -0.1149
Maximum 0.1219 0.1.140 0.0971 O. [122
Sum of /11 returns 0.7917 0.5127 0.2016 0.6559
Vallie: start utperiod 711>.X4 2211.07 2.1534
cnd or period 1109.1 2864.05 2.3952
Gain (10"") :192.26 (,52.98 0.2418
Runs It'sl Ill-value) 0.2756 0..111 [ 0.2756 05429
Andl'r"llll-!J;lriing
(p-v;lllll') O.XXOO 0.0400 0.6640 059X0
Ryan-Joiner
J.r:Y!ll_lI~) . 0.1000 OJ)')?5 0.1000 0.1000
Tahle 2.
Performance ofAustralian Expert System Value Portfolios. 1997 - 200-!.
Mil DY PC PE PTBV Multi I Market Ram/om
Mean Monthly Return n.64% 0.49~;1 0.59% O.4R% 0.42~/n 0.64% 0.9.1% 0.44%
Standard Deviation 0.0194 O.02SI 0.0246 0.0262 0.025X 0.0274 0.0358 o.ozs.r
Downside Deviation 0.1121,2 0019R 0.0172 (1.01')11 11.01<)0 11.0183 0.11225 0.0207
Max Monthly Gnin 1.t ..NIYc> 9.04'r(f 7.47% 7. 8(){~··() 7.6J{~/() IO.()W~'h 12.19(Y() 8.2_V~1l
Max Monthly l.oss ~9.9J'}~-6.97'\-;, -6.98% -7..11')'(1 _5.:\7°';' -5.79% ~7.6.-;(,";' ~7.2IH/"
Cumulative Mean Return 5.:1.I ()% 41.74'YcI 50.11% 40.90% 35.2RO{, 5.:1.43% 79.06% 37. 19o/i,
Compound Return 60.72% 46.70% 60.67% 46.07% 38.26°;;, 66.71% 108.27%) 67.59~/O
Average # Companies 12 13 15 10 10 19 9
Max # Companies 18 18 19 19 17 2 J 15
Min #: Companies 7 7 10 12 5 J 7 4.
Sharpe Ratio 0.0.168 -0.0002 0.0398 -0.0040 -0.0297 0.0542 0.1225 -0.0191
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Welcoming Remarks
Welcome to Sydney for the 2005 Financial Markets Asia-Pacific Conference. The
conference is seen as providing a unique opportunity for academics and practitioners
to present and share research findings on topics of practical and theoretical
importance involving finance in the Asia-Pacific region. The Australasian Finance
Group at the University of Western Sydney as hosts of the conference has become the
focal point in the School of Economics for fostering research, education and advanced
standards in the field of finance in the Australasian region. The Group focuses on
facilitating the exchange of information and ideas between researchers, educators and
business. To this end the Australasian Finance Research Group organizes an annual
finance conference specifically addressing the Asia Pacific Region, which encourages
theoretical and empirical research activities that advance knowledge of finance in the
region. The Research Group also contributes to the available body of research in
finance via publications such as 'Finance in Asia' (Elgar 2005). The Group's
Working Paper Series disseminates early findings and helps promoting the discussion
of research in progress. '
This year, over 100 papers were submitted to the selection committee and 55 were
accepted. The final program appearing below is organised into 12 sessions. This
year's Conference features include the publication in the Journal of the Asia Pacific
Economy (Routledge) of the best papers in a special edited Conference edition of the
Journal. Keynote speakers at this years Conference include Dr John Laker Chairman
of Australia Prudential Regulatory Authority (APRA). Geoff Peck, Head of Product,
BT Financial Group who will lead discussions on the latest developments in
Superannuation at the Superannuation Symposium.
I am especially thankful to Dr Craig Ellis Conference Program Chair for his most
effective effort in organising the program of submissions. I would like to
acknowledge a debt of gratitude to Professor Tom Valentine for Chairing the
Superannuation Symposium and his encouragement in helping with organising the
conference. I also wish to extend an expression of thanks to Prof Anis Chowdhury
Managing Editor of the Journal of the Asia Pacific Economy (Routledge) for inviting
Prof Jonathan Batten (Macquarie Graduate School of Management) and myself to
jointly edit a special Conference edition of the Journal, which will include the
publication of best papers presented at this years Conference. I am especially thankful
to Professor Roger Juchau, Dean of the College of Law and Business for giving his
Welcoming Address and acknowledge support from AsslProf. Brian Pinkstone, Head
of the School of Economics and Finance for his ongoing support in encouraging the
Conference organising committee.
I also wish to thank our Conference Secretary Ms Jo Roger who has performed an
outstanding job as Conference Secretary. I would also like to thank Mr Xuan Vinh Vo
for compiling and organising the production of CD Rom of the Conference
Proceedings. Finally I am also grateful to our Sponsors: Blackwell Publishers,
McGraw-Hill Australia, Pearson Education, Australia.
Enjoy your Conference
Dr Kevin Daly,
Co-Chair 3rd Financial Markets Asia-Pacific
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